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An Attempt to Clarify Triaxial Creep Mechanics of Snow 

Bruno SALM 

Federal Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research 
Weissfiuhjoch, Davos, Switzerland 

Abstract 

From the basis of a chosen constitutive equation, an attempt was made to expand for snow 

a derived relationship for the state of simple shearing between shear rate and applied shear stress 

(hyperbolic sine function) at general states of stress. The general rate of deformation of snow was 

for this purpose split in the mechanism of a pure shear deformation and a pure cubical dilatation. 

The influence of the state of deformation upon the viscosity (that is shear viscosity) was con

sidered with a "bulk viscosity function" and a "viscosity function". These functions are on their 

part dependent on the first and second basic invariants of the rate of deformation respectively. 

The bulk viscosity was on the other hand only as a function of the first basic invariant established. 

Experiments with uniaxial tensile and compressive states of stress and with a uniaxial state of 

deformation are discussed in regard to this theory. 

I. Introduction 

It has long been known that the rate of deformation of a snow sample is dependent 

m complicated ways upon the state of stress under which the sample is subjected. For 

example the rate of deformation under a uniaxial state of stress is very different de

pending on whether it is a compressive or tensile stress. Further it seems that certain 

properties of the material, for example the viscosity and Poisson's ratio, are not real 

constants of the continuum. These phenomenons are closely related to the distinct and 

great compressibility of snow. Haefeli (1939, 1942) was the first to experimentally re

cognize these complicated behaviours and distinguished between rate of deformation and 

Poisson's ratio under compressive and tensile stress in his calculations. Bucher (1948) 

attempted to explain the difference between compressive and traction deformation by 

a shrinkage stress. Landauer (1957) carried out experiments where he subjected the 

same kind of snow to various states of stress. He recognized that with snow, the super

position of states of stress clearly did not result in a similar superposition of the states 

of deformation (as for example with an elastic body). That means that non-linear relation

ships between the statical and kinematical quantities must exist, or that the snow has 

a non-Newtonian behaviour. 

II. Theoretical Foundations 

Snow under natural conditions is subjected to a large number of influencing factors. 

To win an insight into the triaxial behaviour, it is necessary to eliminate the maximum 

possible number of outside influences and to only include those which have a decisive 
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influence. More influences should not be included than it is possible ultimately to differ

entiate between. 

First of all the temperatures must be maintained at a constant level. The structure, 

grain shape and size of the snow must experience no change. That means that the 

proceeding should be considered in as short a time as possible during which no signifi

cant influence from metamorphosis appears. Also no significant change in the density 

and in the number of existing bindings between adjacent grains should occur. Further 

only snow types of the seasonal snow cover should be considered, which have a maximum 

specific gravity of approximately 0.5 g-wt·cm- 2• Obviously the air trapped within the 

snow should be to escape without hindrance. 

One very important, as well as critical question is whether or not isotropy may be 

presumed. Existing investigations recognize both mechanical isotropic and also an

isotropic behaviour. In order to avoid undue complications, isotropy will be prelimi

narily assumed. 

A constitutive equation shall be chosen which is as simple as possible but which 

still allows the most important characteristics to be described. The following equation 

which presumes isotropy will be used, where Tij are the stress components: 

(1) 

This equation IS similar to Hooke's law, with the difference m that on the right side 

of eq. (1), it is concerned with deformation rate rather than deformation. Because snow 

knows no yield stress and also because body forces never cease acting, there is no pos

sibility for a state of rest to be reached. This state of affairs has been properly trans

lated in eq. (1). The definition of a pressure "p"-this pressure being independent from 

the rate of deformation-becomes then superfluous. 

The so called Lame's Constants, A and p., are now somehow dependent upon the 

rate of deformation. Being a scalar, A and p. can not depend in an arbitrary manner 

on the components of the rate of deformation. They must be a function of expressions 

in these components that are themselves scalars. It can be shown that for these scalars, 

it is sufficient to consider the basic invariants 'F(1), 'F'"(2) and 'F'"(~) of the rate of defor

mation (Prager, 1961). 

The problem is now to find a clue how A and p. would depend on the basic invariants. 

Kauzmann (1941) has theoretically derived the following formula for the dependence 

of the rate of shear on the applied shear stress: 

2V12 = L: Ai sinh lXiT12 • 
i 

(2) 

2V12 is therein the rate of shear and T12 is the shear stress by a condition of pure shear. 

The summation over "i" means that the total rate of shear deformation from various 

components (that is various shear mechanisms) can be combined. Ai and lXi are for the 

mechanisms in question the related constants. 

The general rate of deformation of snow will here be split in two mechanisms, and 

these are: 

(1) pure shear deformation (under constant volume), 

(2) pure change in volume. 
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For the state of stress, this means nothing else than that it is to be split into a stress 

deviator and a hydrostatic state of stress: 

Tij = T~j+50ij . 

T~j IS the stress deviator, for which T~j=O and 5" IS the mean normal stress: 

When eq. (1) IS solved for Vij : 

Vij = 2~ (Tij- 3A~2/..l TkkOij) , 

it is true for the deviator state of stress: 

Vij = i.u T~j. 

Moreover for the hydrostatic state of stress, it is according to eq. (5) 

where 5 is the mean acting normal stress. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

II. 1. Pure shear deformation. In accordance with eq. (6), the assumption can be 

made: 

Vij = 2
Fs Ti,j. (8) .uo 

Fs is a "viscosity function" dependent from the basic invariants. .uo IS the viscosity for 

"7(2)=0. 
The double contracted product from eq. (8) when solved for Fs yields: 

(9) 

The Kauzmann relationship eq. (2) was actually derived only for the state of simple 

shearing stress. This relationship will be here hypothetically generalized. Equation (2) 

in a series develops as follows: 

( 
a22 (

4
4 ) VI2 = ATI2 1+ 3T T12 + 5T T I2+··· (10) 

The basic invariant g b has for the state of simple shearing stress the magnitude T~2. 

This suggests to substitute: 

Vij = ATi,j (1+ ~~ 5(2)+ ~~ 5a)+ ... ) . (11) 

Equation (11) can be again transformed for the state of simple shearing stress. For 

A = _1_ the viscosity function reads: 
2.uo 

Fs=l+ ~ 5(2)+-~~ 5(~)+···. (12) 

It is unfortunately not possible to solve eq. (12) for 5(2) to substitute the result in eq. (9), 
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and in this manner to solve eq. (9) for Fs. To recognize how the viscosity function 

depends on the two basic invariants, eq. (9) is solved for 5(2) and substituted in eq. 

(12) : 

F. = 1+ 4a2.u~'7(2) + 16a4.u~'P"~2) + ... 
s 3!F; 5!Fi . (13) 

For Fs values which are not too large, the series may be broken after the third term. 

With 

(14) 

the following is produced: 

oW 10 F; (1 / 1 ) 
'" (2) = ---;;z - ± Y ""5 (6F s -1) (15) 

Because the basic invariant '7(2) 

'7(2) = V I
22 + Vf3+ Vl3- Vn V22 - Vn V33 - V33 V22 , (16) 

(for example with the rate of deformation V12 = V13= V23 =0 and Vn = VZ2 = V33) can become 

negative, its absolute value 1'7(2)1 is to be used. 

II. 2. Pure volume dilatation. 

can be made: 

In consequence of eq. (7), the following formulation 

(17) 

Fv is the so called "bulk viscosity function" depending on the basic invariants. .uvo IS 

the bulk viscosity for the vicinity of 'P'"(J)=O. Contraction of eq.(17), solved for Fv 
gives: 

F _ .uvo'P'"(j) 
v - 9 (j) 

(18) 

Change in volume is ultimately based upon shear deformation along the contact areas 

of the snow grains. The Kauzmann relationship shall therefore again be generalized: 

ViJ= B50iJ (1+ 82f!fl) + t34~/iL+ ... ). 

For B= _1_ the bulk viscosity function reads: 
3.uvo ' 

6292 r.,4g4 
F = 1 + _P __ {l_) + -p--(l-) + ... 

v 3! 5! . 

Equation (18) IS then solved for 5(J) and in eq. (20) substituted: 
62 2 cp2 Q4 4 "j'4 

F = 1+ P .uvo (1) + P .uvo (1) 

v 3!F~ 5!F~ 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

For values of Fv which are not too large, the series may be broken after the third term. 

With 

8' = 8.uvo, (22) 

then it yields: 

'p2 = 10F~ (-1+ / ~(6F -1) ) . 
(I) 8'2 -y 5 v 

(23) 
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Because of the relationship 

(24) 

it can be written that: 

(25) 

where the index 0 shall indicate the first vanishing basic invariant. Equation (25) shows 

that the influence of the first basic invariant on the viscosity /1. is given by the bulk 

viscosity function. Since AO:;;> ~ /1.0, the dependence of /1.v from 7(2) may be disregarded. 

II. 3. Summary. It has been assumed that only the first and the second basic in-

variants of the rate of deformation 

7(1) = Vll + V22 + V33 1 
7(2) = Vf2+ VI23 + Vi3- Vll V22 - Vll V33 - V33 V22 J, 

(26) 

influence the viscosities /1. and /1.v. The third was not included although this could be 

done without difficulty; the cost however would be it loss of clarity. 

For the viscosity /1., the following relationship has been established: 

/1.0 ( 
/1. = F~Fs . 27) 

/1.0 is therein the viscosity for F;=Fs=l, consequently "P'·(J)=7(2)=0. F~ depends on 

7(1), as shown in eq. (21). On the other hand Fs is"in accordance to eq. (13), a function 

of 7(2)' 

The bulk viscosity /1.v IS: 

II = /1.vo 
,....v Fv' (28) 

/1.vo IS therein an ideal bulk viscosity for the vicinity of Fv=l, consequently where 

';P-(J)~O, that is for the approximately volume constant behaviour. When '/'/(J) is exactly 

zero, the eq. (28) is only correct with /1.vo= 00. For values of Fv which are not too 

small, the selection of /1.vo is however not especially"meaningfull, since it is more or less 

true (as it can be shown with eq. (21)) that: 

/1.vo 
7!-;= 

/1.vo 1 
(29) 

const.7(J)/1.vo 

Furthermore there is the supposition originally made that the specific gravity of snow 

types here considered are not too close the specific gravity of ice so that in ,general, no 

volume constant movements are to be expected. 

The relationships eqs. (27) and (28) can be illustrated in a system of coordinates with 

the axis /1., /1.v respectively, 7(1) and 7(2) (Fig. 1). Equation (27) supplies an area there 

with an absolute maximum in 7(J)=7(2)=0 for which /1.=/1.0' The intersecting curve 

of the plain 7(2) = constant with the surface, has in 7(J) =0 a relative maximum with 

a horizontal tangent. The intersecting curve of the plain 7(J) = constant with the sur

face, has in 7(2) =0 a relative maximum with a discontinuity in the first derivative. 
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HI. Apparatus 

III. 1. Requirements. The apparatus 

must be so constructed to enable fulfill

ment of the conditions stated at the be

ginning of Part 2. The most important 

requirement is for a large as possible 

exact deformation measurement, because 

amounts of practically instantaneous rates 

of deformations are to be registered. In 

addition the parts of the apparatus which .,:{2) 
transmits forces to the snow sample 

must lay very exactly thereon; otherwise 

unequal stress distribution will result. 

Fig. 1. 

)J 

).10 

Viscosity as a function of the basic 
invariants }V(l) and }V(z) 

This demands on one hand that the device itself be precisely made (parallel planes) and 

on the other hand that the snow sample be very exactly cut. 

It should be possible to introduce stress values of over 1000 g-wt·cm- 2, which 

approximately corresponds to the maximum magnitude of stress which may occur in 

the seasonal snowpack. 

Fig. 2. Apparatus 
LeIt: Apparatus for the uniaxial state of tensile and compressive stress 
Middle: Device to cut out the snow samples 
Right: Apparatus for the uniaxial state of deformation. (Photo SLF) 
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III. 2. Preparation of the snow samples. The snow samples are removed from layers 

of natural snow with a tubular probe in the laboratory. For this purpose a device has 

been especially constructed (Fig. 2). In order to avoid a tilting of the probe during the 

sampling, it is steadied along its axis with two guiderods. The probe supporter is 

operated by a hand-turned screw jack. In the probe which has a total length of 15 cm 

are formed two slits 10 cm apart-the height of the sample. With a precise, grinded 

saw which passes exactly through the slits, the excess snow is sawed off. The sample 

is pushed from the probe with a piston. 

III. 3. Apparatus for the uniaxial compressive and tensile state of stress (Fig. 3). The 
round samples are 10 cm long and have a diameter of 5.8 cm. The tensile-sample is 
frozen with a special device to the plates which will apply the stress. This is the most 

delicate phase of the experiment preparation. The compressive-sample is placed between 

two plates which are covered with Teflon and treated with Silicon grease. 

Fig. 3. Left: Apparatus for the uniaxial state of compressive 
stress 

Right: Apparatus for the uniaxial state of tensile stress. 
(Photo SLF) 
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For the measurement of the axial deformation, mechanical dial-gauges with a relia
bilityof ±1 X 10-4 cm are used. The lateral rate of deformation is measured with a Tefton 

band placed around the sample. For this purpose a dial-gauge is also used. The height 

of the band is continually adjusted to the progressive axial deformation. To protect 

against evaporation, a plastic hull is inverted over the snow sample. A preliminary 

weighting (in both cases a compressive stress of 5-10% of the maximum weight) causes 

the complete adaption of the snow sample's surface to the parts of the apparatus which 
transmits forces. 

Fig. 4. Apparatus for the uniaxial state of deformation. In the lower center, 
the ring "F" for measurement of the friction forces. (Photo SLF) 

Ill. 4. Apiyaratus for the uniaxial state of deformation under compressi'ue stresses 

(Fig. 4). The round samples are 10 cm long and have a diameter of 8.2 cm. The most 

difficult problems lie in the friction forces which occur on the side walls and are neces-

Fig. 5. Schematic drawing of the apparatus for the uniaxial state of deformation. 
"R" is the weighting of the circular ring with which the friction on the 
side walls is compensated for. "G" is the weighting of the inner piston. 
With ring "F" is the friction force, and with ring "L" is the side pressure 
measured. CG and Cn are compensation weights 
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Fig. 5. 
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sitated in order to produce the uniaxial state of deformation. 

The apparatus is so constructed that these friction forces remain under control and 

can be compensated for (Fig. 5). The snow sample is weighted on one hand with 

a circular inner piston (diameter 5.8 cm, load G), and on the other hand with an outer 

ring (inner diameter 5.8 cm, outer diamater 8.2 cm, load R). As soon as friction forces 

appear, this outer ring is weighted correspondingly more. The tubular side-wall is in 

the axial direction of the snow sample freely moveable. It is supported by a ring F 

from which the support-force of the side-wall can be measured using strain-gauges. As 

soon as the support-force increases, the appearance of a corresponding friction-force is 

indicated and the load R on the outer ring can be correspondingly increased. The side

wall is split into two halves along a plane through the snow sample axis. One of these 

halves IS horizontally freely moveable. The force necessary to hold the two sides to

gether is measured again with a ring L, using also strain-gauges. The deformation of 

the snow is measured with a dial-guage as explained in part III. 3. Also an initial 

weighting of 5-10% of the maximum weight was used. 

IV. Experiments 

IV. 1. General Comments. In the natural snow pack at Weissfluhjoch, old snow 

layers are sought out which are so much as possible homogeneous in form, grain shape, 

density and structure. Generally no interlayers were observed. The winter 1965/66, 

during which these experiments were carried out, was for these conditions favourable. 

After field-removal, the snow was stored for approximately one month at -5°C in the 

laboratory. Table 1 gives the characteristics of the snow used in the experiment. 

Within the experiment numbering, the last digit of the number stands for the state of 

stress-respective to state of deformation: 

. 1 is the uniaxial tensile state of stress, 

.2 IS the uniaxial compressive state of stress, and 

.3 IS the uniaxial state of deformation. 

1~0~1q~wtcm_-2_J __ ~~~L-____ ~~~~~ ______ ___ ~ ~ 66. 002 

L 66.003 

]22222222222222222/22/Z22'22272222277777d 
66. 004 

66. 011 

1 ~ _ 8814 min 66. 012 
... 2 22 U 2 222U~222 ,) 22 U 2222 227222222222222 2d 22 2 2 2222220 

J 
ln0';"T/;077/j7-:y ~'7/;0""'(j"""~77/j7-:~~'7/;0.,..,~-r~,.." 

~, 
o 1000 2000 

I 
3000 

66.013 

66.015 
I I ~ 

4000 [min] Time 

Fig. 6. Axial stress magnitude Tll as a function of time 



66.002 

.1 

.2 

.3 

66.003 

.1 

.2 

.3 

66.004 

.1 

.2 

.3 

66.001.2 

66.011 

.1 

.2 

.3 

66.012 

.1 

.2 

.3 

66.013 

.1 

.2 

.3 

66.015 

.1 

.2 

.3 

66.014.2 

I 

g.em- 3 ! 
[ 

0.410 

0.416 

0.404 

0.456 

0.460 

0.454 

0.466 

0.988 

1.036 

1.047 

0.998 

1.037 

1.045 

0.995 

1.045 

1.041 

0.998 

1.011 

1.013 

0.999 

1.011 

1.014 

1.000 

1.002 

1.004 

1.000 

1.006 

1.008 
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Table 1 

1 
g-wt·em -21 g-wt.em- 21 em·see- 1

/ 1 mm I dyne·see·em -21 
(0C) mbar·cm·· 1 (g-wt.cm-2) 

°C 

1130 5900 51.1 0.45 - 4.7±0.8 
(-3.5) 

610 6000 51.8 0.35 - 4.6±1.0 
(-4.0) 

1560 5200 53.6 0.35 - 4.6±1.3 
(-4.5) 

20.35 22.72 - 4.1 ±0.4 
(421.6) (421.6) 

2090 6100 77.2 0.65 - 4.4±0.6 
(-4.5) 

1610 8500 74.2 0.75 - 5.1±0.3 
(-4.5) 

1390 7600 77.2 0.65 - 4.8±0.2 
(-3.0) 

2300 9600 74.6 0.80 - 4.7±0.3 
(-4.0) 

174.26 82.02 - 5.3±0.3 
(428.0) (428.0) 
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The snow samples of the trials 66.001 to 66.004 on one hand and 66.011 to 66.015 on 

the other hand come from the same snow layer, and therefore should exhibit approxi

mately the same characteristics. All snow samples were cut perpendicular to the snow 

layering, with the exception of those used for the special experiments 66.001.2 and 

66.014.2. 

After some hours of prior weighting, various axial stresses Tn were applied (Fig. 6). 

After a definite period, constant deformation rates were reached in every case. Because 

only these constant rates are of interest in this paper, the time segments were not con

sidered between the introduction of the weight and until several retardation times had 

passed. The average rate magnitude was calculated by the method of least squares. 

IV. 2. Viscosity as a function of the first and second basic invm-iants. In application of 

the theory stated in the section II, analyses was begun with the uniaxial state of deforma

tion (Figs. 7 and 10). Here are found all of the measured values in the plain r(2)=0 (see 

Fig. 1). As good as possible fitted curves for Fs = 1 have been plotted conformable to, 

eq. (27). The experiment results of the uniaxial state of stress were thereon divided 

into classes with approximately equal values of <;t""w. For an average value of the 

corresponding classes, the viscosities in the plain G'j/ (2) = 0 were read (see Figs. 7 and 10), 

and from these points the theoretical curves in Figs. 8, 9 and 11 calcula'ted. From this 

proceeding, the constants of the continuum are given in Table 2. 

Experiment 

66.002 

.003 

.004 

66.011 

66.012 

.013 

.015 

flo I [dyne.see.em -2] 

54 . 1010 

176 . 1010 

365· 1010 

Table 2 

[3' 
[sec] 

8.65· 106 

8.90 . 106 

27.00 . 106 

0:' 

[sec] 

0.57 1.41 0 0 . 106 

28.6 14.2 17.3 . 106 

40.1 27.4 20.2· 106 

The calculated values of a' for the various av .. ~rage G;t""w are relatively widely scattered. 

This is however not surprising; a relative wide range for ';t""w was chosen. 

IV. 3. The bulk viscosity as a function of the first basic invariant. In Figs. 12 and 

13, the reciprocal value of the bulk viscosity was plotted for expediency. The obtained 

constants from the adjusted theoretical curves can be seen in Table 3. 

With the tensile tests, the bulk viscosity always became infinitely large after a definite 

time, even with small stress values. Such a phenomenon was not theoretically predic

table. It seems therefore that snow, as already recognized by Haefeli (1939, 1942), resists 

a volume enlargement. 

IV. 4. Influence of time. In the preceding experiments, a very surprising type and 

manner of time influence was recognized, especially with the bulk viscosity as a function 
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Table 3 

Experiment pvo {3' 
[dyne·sec·cm -2J [secJ 

66.002 

66.003 200 . 1010 105.9· 106 

66.004 

66.011 

66.012 
666 . 1010 137.2 . 106 

66.013 

66.015 

of the first basic invariant: almost independent from the weighting process (Fig. 6), the 

points move more or less along the calculated curves with the passage of time in the 

direction of the point of infinitely large bulk viscosity. The difference between the 

tensile and compression experiments was that with the latter, the beginning occurred by 

a smaller bulk viscosity and subsequently an infinitely large bulk viscosity was never 

reached. 

The same effect can also be observed with the shear viscosity, although not so 

distinctly. 

In the last phase with small rates of deformation, the long-lasting trial 66.012 

exhibited no significant increase in the magnitude of the viscosities. 

On the other hand however, it is interesting to note that the viscosities also increased 

I 
).I 

[dynese-cc~ 

~ 
o Exp. 66. 002. 3 V @ Exp. 66. 003. 3 

o Exp. 66. 004. 3 / .. 

V 
------::L :l 0 

--
u 

~ ~ 
0 
~ 

0 ~ @ ....----Cl'lf 0 
~ 

@ @ 
0 

50 

40 

30 

20 

-~,["'J I =J 1--;-·------1-.. --·-------- r---.--------------------., 

10 

o 
-50,10 -40 -30 -20 -10 

Fig. 7. Viscosity as a function of the first basic invariant with 
vanishing second basic invariant 

o . 
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Fig. 8. Viscosity as a function of the second basic invariant 
(uniaxial state of tensile stress) 
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Fig. 9. Viscosity as a function of the second basic invariant 
(uniaxial compressive state of stress) 
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0 Exp. 66. 011. 3 

@ Exp. 66. 012. 3 

0 EXp. 66. 013. 3 

@ Exp. 66. 015. 3 

~-----------+------------~-------r~~+300 

~----------+-----------~~--------~OO 

~~~~~~~~------------+-------------+'OO 

~-_~,----------~'------------+-------------r0 
-30·10 -10 -10 0 

Fig. 10. Viscosity as a function of the first basic invariant 
with vanishing second basic invariant 
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during the weighting-free periods of trials 66.002 and 66.D03. This was also observed 

by Yosida (1956). 

For the present, it is therefore not established if the constants /.1'0, /J.vo, (x' and (3' 

are truely invariants relative to time. 
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